
very pressure cleaning

business has a best customer. In

fact, studies have shown that 80

percent of the income of most busi-

nesses usually comes from 20 percent

of its customers. But how can any

pressure cleaning contractor or

equipment distributor tell whether

that best customer is generating its

fair share of bottom-line profits?

Could your best customer be costing

you money?

Only a few pressure cleaning

businesses actually utilize cost

accounting or make organized efforts

to control costs in their businesses.

Surprisingly, however, many of

those who overlook the benefits of

using cost accounting as a tool for

improving their operation’s bottom-

line are quite successful. But are

they as successful as they could be?

A distributor may “markup” the

goods sold by a fixed percentage that

they label as “profit.” A contractor

may tack on a fixed amount to each job

or service performed while the man-

ufacturer usually adds overhead costs

to each bid. How do you price your

products or services for profit?

Unfortunately, few contractors

or distributors seem to have any

realistic basis for their “profit” addi-

tions. Some contractors and deal-

ers might employ “costing” to help

them understand the real cost of

each service performed. Knowing the

cost of a product or service is the first

step to setting profits. 

A recent study of the Annual

Ratio Studies compiled by H.R.

Margolis Company, certified public

accountants, and released by the

Printing Industries of America

revealed that in the graphic arts

industry, the most profitable 

companies incurred significantly

lower support expenses—that is,

for administrative activities, mar-

keting and sales, estimating, cus-

tomer service, purchasing, and

scheduling—for each dollar of 

earnings produced.

Obviously, printers are not the

only ones who can benefit from

keeping track of or accounting for
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costs. There are, for example, a num-

ber of strategies useful for control-

ling the costs in your pressure 

cleaning business. And, best of all,

not all of those strategies require

large outlays of either time or salaries.

Cost Accounting

Cost accounting is defined as the

process of allocating all costs asso-

ciated with generating a sale or per-

forming a service, both direct and

indirect. Direct costs include any

materials, direct labor (the total

wages paid to the workers who actu-

ally perform the service), costs paid

to others, etc. Indirect costs include

all other costs associated with keep-

ing the pressure cleaning opera-

tion’s doors open for business.

As profit margins have shrunk,

many contractors, distributors, and

manufacturers have begun to dis-

cover just how valuable cost account-

ing can be as a tool in their business. 

By knowing the total costs as-

sociated with the performing of the 

services offered or the products pro-

duced or offered by the business, an

owner or manager can determine

which are the most profitable. 

Thus, the efforts of the business

owner and the business’s employees

can be focused on those areas, rather

than on ones that offer little or no 

bottom-line enhancement.

In the Beginning

Before any contractor or distrib-

utor can determine whether cost-

cutting will increase profits, more

information about their business 

is needed. Proper recordkeeping is

the start. After all, business records

provide the financial data needed to

prepare a budget, profit and loss

statements, break-even calculations,

and operating ratios.

Whether prepared by an accoun-

tant or the result of a computer-

ized bookkeeping system, every

business owner should already have

access to the financial statements of

their business. Those financial state-

ments can be used to control the

costs of the business. That’s right;

those basic financial statements

provide a wealth of information

that will help everyone to better

understand both the direct and

indirect costs of the pressure clean-

ing operation.

Most profit and loss statements

show the various expenses for one

accounting period as well as a per-

centage figure. It is not at all difficult

to see that if utilities represented

two percent of expenses last month

and nine percent this month, that

something more than someone leav-

ing the lights on is happening and

needs attention!

How Much Does It Cost You to

Open the Doors?

As mentioned, few distributors

and contractors are aware of what

their true costs of operating are or

where those costs occur in the busi-

ness. In fact, very few business own-

ers can honestly answer the question,

“How much does it cost you to turn

the lights on?”

A good start involves identifying

the areas in your business on which

you and/or your employees spend

time and money. While you may feel

that you don’t need to justify spend-

ing either that time or money, chances

are that you’ve blind-sided yourself

to lost profits. In fact, in certain oper-

ations, your failure to trim costs or

acceptance that this is the only way

it can be done may have a notice-

able impact on your bottom-line.

It doesn’t take a cost accounting

system to reveal that customers can

vary greatly in the demands that

they make on the business’s re-

sources. Traditional costing systems

usually put support costs into a

pool that is distributed across the

operation’s cost centers, a proce-

dure that many experts say can 

distort the true cost of performing 

a service or producing a product.

Consider, for example, a customer

that requires ten estimates and ten
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sales calls. Under most costing sys-

tems, that product or service is usu-

ally assigned the same support costs

as one that doesn’t require as many

estimates or sales calls. A relative-

ly new cost accounting system pro-

vides a solution for this inequality.

The ABCs of Costing

Many small businesses already

employ a variety of systems to “cost”

the services they render or, in some

cases, the products that they produce

and sell. Unfortunately, most cost-

ing systems—even many of the com-

puterized costing systems—routinely

assign a percentage of the busi-

ness’s overhead costs to each service

offered or product sold. In other

words, all fixed overhead and gen-

eral expenses are allocated on a

basis that ignores a customer that

may require an extra amount of

hand-holding or personal attention—

or receive an unequal share of the

operation’s expenses.

Enter Activity-Based Costing or

“ABC.” Far more sophisticated and

far more time-consuming than tra-

ditional costing systems, ABC gives

every business owner the tools need-

ed to see not only what a specific ser-

vice or product costs, but also what

it costs to service a given customer.

ABC goes far beyond basic cost-

ing, even computing the costs

attributable to one customer. ABC

can help the owners and managers

of every pressure cleaning busi-

ness understand how much it costs

to perform a particular service or

operate a particular piece of equip-

ment, not to mention showing how

expensive each of the pressure 

cleaning business’s nonrevenue-

generating activities is.

The ABC approach calls for map-

ping all of the pressure cleaning

business’s workflows and process-

es so that each activity that con-

tributes to costs is identified and

tracked through the system. To

improve efficiency in the support

activities, a business owner or man-

ager must be able to identify what

specific support activities the busi-

ness is performing, describe in detail

how it is performing those activities,

and establish how much it is spend-

ing on those activities.

ABC systems ask much differ-

ent questions than traditional cost-

ing systems. For example:

• What activities are being per-

formed by your resources?

• How much does it cost to perform

organizational activities and business

processes?

• What is needed to perform specific

activities and business processes?

• How much of each activity is

required to perform a particular ser-

vice, use a particular piece of equip-

ment or service a particular customer?

Too Controlling

The reduction of specific fixed

and variable expenses can improve

the profit picture of any pressure

cleaning business operation. But

beware: no one should cut costs

needlessly. Legitimate expenses

provide the framework for the busi-

ness. No pressure cleaning busi-

ness should cut their operating

budget too deeply because it might

adversely affect the overall opera-

tion of the business.

Thus, along with cutting costs,

every contractor and distributor

should also consider the alternatives.

Every business can reduce costs

without cutting specific expenses.

All that is required is to increase the

average income per sale, per cus-

tomer, per cost center, etc.

By increasing the overall value of

a sale to each customer, for instance,

the pressure cleaning business

spreads the same expenses across a

large income. The result is a better

sales vs. expense ratio.

The Ultimate Costing System

Cost accounting is merely a tool.

Although not every contractor and

distributor will use this tool, those

that do will find that it can help 
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identify areas where costs may be

higher or rising at a rapid rate. That

tool shows the contractor or dis-

tributor how expenses are distributed

from year-to-year while identify-

ing areas that should be reviewed.

Most importantly, cost accounting

can provide the answers to a num-

ber of questions such as:

• Can you negotiate a better lease?

• Can you renegotiate long-term

debt at a better rate?

• Can you earn discounts by meet-

ing accounts payable deadlines ear-

lier in the payment cycle?

• Can you cut specific costs for

specific time frames in order to

reduce overall expenses? 

Most importantly, cost account-

ing can answer the question: “How

much does it cost you to open the

doors for business?”

Working under the name of Cricket

Communications, Inc., Mark E. Battersby

is a tax and financial advisor, writer, and

lecturer in suburban Philadelphia. CT

The budget of a pressure cleaning business should be
a vibrant document, one that is understood and that is used
on an ongoing basis. While it is a part of a historical
reporting system, it should not be used only to see how
you’ve measured up to your goals months or even weeks
after an accounting period has closed. Rather, this impor-
tant information should be checked far more frequently.

When you created the basic chart of accounts for your
business, you created a list of general categories such as
office expense or repairs and maintenance. For the pur-
pose of a profit and loss statement, those categories are
all that are required. For the purpose of cost control,
however, breaking down these items into subcategories
might be warranted. For example:
UTILITIES

• Gas • Electic
• Water • Sewage

OFFICE EXPENSES

• Supplies • Equipment leases
• Postage • Temporary help

INSURANCE

• Liability • Auto
• Health • Life

Workers’ compensation

This will give you detailed information on exactly
where the money is being spent so you can monitor and
correct any serious excesses. Comparing your fixed

expense to the budget and the amount spent a year 
earlier on the same item is a good way to see if you are
still in line—still controlling costs.

Even when the trend is exactly where you want it to be,
you should not give up the habit of monitoring your pres-
sure cleaning business’s costs against budget. You can
create a statement that looks like this one:

BUDGET ACTUAL

2004 JANUARY YTD +/-
INCOME 
COST OF SALES
GROSS PROFIT

Thus, if you had anticipated income of $600,000 for 2004
and your income for January was $42,000, the INCOME
line would read:

BUDGET ACTUAL

2004 JANUARY YTD +/-
INCOME $50,000 $42,000 $42,000 ($8,000)

Thus, you will know at a glance whether you are over or
under in any budget category. You can then research the
line items if necessary to identify and correct any problems.

A healthy pressure cleaning business can bring a
good return, long-term, to a prudent owner. Don’t make
the mistake of choosing short-term satisfaction—or profit—
at the risk of long-term stability. By knowing the costs in
your business, you can not only ensure profitability but also
know what expenditures your pressure cleaning business
can actually afford.

Using the Budget to Control Costs


